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President’s Message
It’s June and we’re winding
down our Park West Camera
Club meetings held at Soho
Photo Gallery. The final competition is over; the cheering
and kudos for the winners continue. The Otto Litzel Dinner
appears to have attracted more
members this year than the last
few years. Appreciation is extended to all the members who
have stepped up and helped
out with the many tasks, big
and small, that led to the Club
running smoothly.
Many activities have been
planned for the summer. We
have our ongoing Expanding
Visions classes (until Thursday
July 14) as well as our Club
photo exhibit at the Ryan
Health Center (until August
31). Watch for the two combined PWCC/Meet-Up field
trips to upstate New York: Croton Aqueduct Trail in Dobbs
Ferry, (June 17), and the following week to Cold Spring
(June 24). Chuck and Helen
Pine will be hosting the Cape
Ann Reunion and all members
are invited to attend (June 26).
Socrates Park, in Long Island City, at Sunset will be the
venue for a field trip/meeting
(July 11) while the Outdoor
Model Shoot will be at Chelsea
Piers (23rd Street and 11th Avenue, July 25). August has two
Club events: the Annual Baseball Game, this time to see the
Staten Island Yankees (August
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8) and the much anticipated
Indoor Figure Study Shoot
(August 22).
The Chuck Pine Labor Day
Picnic will again take place at
Gladys Hopkowitz’s rooftop,
but will start at a later hour to
avoid the sun (September 4 at 4
p.m.). Volunteers will be needed to help shop, prepare, greet
members, and clean up.
Members will also be attending the NECCC conference
at UMass Amherst (July 15—
17). Other Club field trips,
photo ops, events, and activities will be announced as they
become known.
Watch for the weekly Club
announcements and check our
website, Yahoo group, and
Facebook page.

If you still need things to
do, check out my <meetup.com/NYPhotoSafari> group.
<meetup.com> is also great for
finding other photo, as well as
non-photographic groups.
I will be reviving the unofficial “Munch Group,” an informal lunch-time meeting for
members and friends on Fridays (at two week intervals) at
various restaurants around
town with optional photo ops
after. I’m recompiling the list
from memory—if you wish to
join us, send me an e-mail or
speak to me at any Club event.
Have a great summer and
don’t kvetch about “nuthin’
happenin’!”

Ed

Photo Notes
Publisher:

Ed Lee

Editor:

Chuck Pine

Committee:
Bill Apple, Elsa Blum, Madeleine
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Images of the Year
June 2016

Print-of-the-Year
July 4th by Paul Grebanier
Print Runners-Up
Autumn Island by Madeleine Barbara
The Way by Paul Grebanier
Ramses Rearing by Sarah Corbin
Colorful Canal by Natalie Manzino
© Paul Grebanier

© David Francis

PDI-of-the-Year
Star Bright by David Francis
PDI Runners-Up
Con Ed by Joan Slatkin
Skater by Sal Maci
Tree by Carole de Beer
Morning Fog by Ed Lewitt
U Street by Karen Corrigan
Daylight Breaks by George Hansen
Budir Black Church by Dinah Capota
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Year-End Runners-Up
June 2016

© Dinah Capota

© Carole de Beer

© Sal Maci

© Madeleine Barbara

© Karen Corrigan

© Ed Lewitt

© Natalie Manzino
© George Hansen
© Joan slatkin

© Sarah Corbin
© Paul Grebanier
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Cumulative Point Totals
2015—2016 Season
by John Brengelman

PDIs
Congratulations to our
winners and runners-up!

Prints
Paul Grebanier
Sarah Corbin
George Hansen
Madeleine Barbara
John Brengelman
Hedy Klein
Oggy Doytchinov
Edward Lewit
Natalie Manzino
Elena Pierpont
Bill Apple
Dinorah Capota
Paula Paterniti
Sal Maci
Calvin Eagle
Marvin Fink
Marilyn Fish-Glynn
Alice Somma
Jerry Vogel
Michael Blumenfeld
Larry Rubin
Ruth Yashpan
Elsa Blum
Karen Corrigan
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126
106
106
98
98
98
90
90
88
88
78
74
72
70
48
46
42
24
22
20
12
12
10
6

Thanks to all who entered
and competed in the YearEnd Competition and to all
who helped make this
competition run so well.
And, a special thank-you
to our three judges, Jim
Cummins, Larson Harley,
and Len Speier, for jobs
well done.
For the rest of us, there’s
always next year!

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

George Hansen
Paul Grebanier
Marjorie Gurd
Elena Pierpont
Madeleine Barbara
Christine Doyle
David Francis
Natalie Manzino
Chuck Pine
Joan Slatkin
Paula Paterniti
Janet Susin
Carole de Beer
Alice Somma
Edward Lewit
Bill Apple
Harriet Josephs
Sal Maci
Dinorah Capota
Karen Corrigan
Marilyn Fish-Glynn
Julie Foehrenbach
Hedy Klein
Calvin Eagle
Don Raney
John Brengelman
Jerry Vogel
Yuri Kalina
Rita Russo
Jay Bitkower
Dottie Mills
Larry Sapadin
Michael Blumenfeld
Ann Broder
Meg Darnell
Martin Smith
Niv Gidron
Ruth Formanek
Larry Rubin
Oggy Doytchinov
Virginia Lawrence
Michael Schleiff
Ruth Yashpan
Rain Bengis

114
112
108
108
98
92
96
92
90
90
88
88
86
86
84
82
80
80
78
78
76
76
76
72
66
64
58
52
52
48
48
48
44
44
38
30
26
14
14
12
12
12
12
8
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Competition Change

Expanding Visions 22

The members of the Club, at
the May business meeting,
voted to change one of the
rules regarding our monthly
competition.
For the last year or so, we
were holding the print competitions first each month followed by the PDI (projected
digital image) competition. We
did this because print makers
complained that they were
forced to sit through the much
longer PDI competition. We
voted and made the change
(we used to alternate the competitions).
After a year of holding the
print competition first, we noticed several things. First,
many of the members who
only submitted prints would
leave in the middle of the
meeting. We felt this was not in
the best interest of the Club
nor the membership. Second,
quite often the judges became
tired after commenting on and
scoring the prints and would
then rush through the PDIs.
So, we will go back to alternating the order of the
prints and PDIs in our eight
monthly competitions beginning in October 2016.
For details on the voting
and comments, please read the
minutes from the May business meeting elsewhere in this
issue of Photo Notes.

Park West Camera Club’s
Expanding Visions photography class is being offered
this spring into summer. It is
open to all interested photographers. This will be the 22nd
consecutive year of Expanding Visions.
Expanding Visions 22 is a
marriage of a field trip class
with a class in photographic
seeing. This nine week class
(Thursday evenings, May
19th thru July 14th) will open
your mind to new ways of
looking at photographs, subject matter, equipment, and
techniques. It will also allow
you to explore parts of the
City that you may not want
to explore on your own.
The format of the class is
simple: We start with an introductory session. We will
discuss equipment, techniques, and the specifics of
the course; a term project will
be assigned. For the next two
weeks we’ll go on field trips
and work on assignments.
The following session will
bring us back indoors where
we’ll share our photographs,
talk about our experiences,
and evaluate what and how
well we learned the assignments. Two more weeks of
trips and assignments will be
followed by another review.
Then, the last trip and assignment and the final re-
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view (including the term
project presentations).
This year will be a little
different from other years.
All the field trips will be to
the same destination—Times
Square—the ”crossroads of
the world.” This will allow
us to familiarize ourselves
with the destination and see
how we can work it into the
five different assignments.
There is a common theme
running through the assignments: Working the Subject.
Not too complicated, is it?
Lots of fun and educational.
Most of all, it will expand
your vision in the photos you
take, and allow you to grow
as a photographer.
The photo instructor for
Expanding Visions 22, as has
been for all the previous E.V.
classes, is Chuck Pine.
The introductory session
and the three review classes
last for about two hours. The
five field trips/assignments
run for about one hour and
a half.
The tuition for all 9 sessions is $75 or $15 per week
(up to $75). The class is free
to all PWCC members. Cash
or checks are accepted for all
payments—sorry, credit
cards are not accepted.
Please let us know if you
will be coming. Just drop us
an e-mail of your intentions
to <pwccny@aol.com>
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PWCC’s Yahoo Group

PWCC Flickr Group
by Paul Grebanier

Do you have an idea to go out shooting but
don’t want to go alone? Have a question about
Photoshop, or your camera, or some technique,
but don’t have someone to ask? Know of a
great photo op or workshop that you’d like to
share with your fellow Club members? What
are you to do?
Ta Da! The Club’s Yahoo group is the answer to your questions. You can communicate
with other PWCC members about these and
more. All you have to do is sign up for the
group. It’s easy and it’s free.
All you have to do is send an e-mail to the
Club at <pwccny@aol.com>We will respond
with an e-mail from the group website, and…
you’re in.
If you have a (free) Yahoo e-mail account
you can go to the group site. There you can see
all prior e-mails, post pictures, post links to
other websites of interest, and more. If you
don’t have a Yahoo account, you can only send
and receive e-mails.

We belong!
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Did you know that there is a way for PWCC
members to share their pictures with other
members and the world? Probably not! Seven
years ago, a “Park West Camera Club” Group
was set-up on the “flickr” picture sharing and
social networking site, just for such a purpose.
Unfortunately, the idea never really caught on
at that time. The weeds of neglect and disrepair
have overgrown the site. But the structure is
still there—awaiting rehabilitation.
What a waste!

When we go on field trips and attend other
PWCC events and take pictures, how do we
easily share them? We don’t! How do we get
feedback on these images? We can’t! The Solution? Join our flickr group with many other
members, and actively add to and comment on
the images to be viewed there.
For those who are not flickr members already, you should know that the site allows
members to store and share their pics with millions of other members throughout the world–
and also with non-members. Uploading pictures and making comments is easy. Groups of
images and people that share an affinity are
also easily created and can be shared by anyone. The site is free to join. But if you really become an active member, showing over 200 pics,
full membership costs $25 a year.
To view the Park West Camera Club Group
site, go to <www.flickr.com/groups/pwcc>
To join flickr so you can add pics to the
group, and also to make and receive comments,
go to <www.flickr.com> or click on the “join
group” button shown on the Group front page.
Hope to see you there soon!

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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ExCom Meeting Minutes site Committees are missing
by Christine Doyle chairs)
Recording Secretary
B. Determining Year-End
Competition Tie Breakers: It
May 23, 2016
was agreed to present to the
members a proposal to stop
Present: Executive Committee holding tie-breakers for runmembers: President Ed Lee,
ners-up and instead have more
Vice President Michael Schleiff, than four runners-up if there
Corresponding Secretary Hewere multiple tied scores. A
len Pine, Recording Secretary
run-off will still be held for the
Christine Doyle, Treasurer
winner. [N.B.: It was discovMaria Fernandez, and Presiered at the Business Meeting
dent Emeritus Chuck Pine.
that the tie-breakers are speciClub members John Brengelfied in the Club’s by-laws,
man and George Hansen were therefore a vote on this propresent for the full meeting;
posal will be held at the next
member Marilyn Fish-Glynn
Business Meeting, in Sepjoined after the meeting was
tember 2016.]
underway.
C. Plaques, Ribbons, Gift CerMichael noted that the new
tificates or Other Types of
website is up and running, and Awards for Competition Winthat the Club should do more
ners: It was agreed to ask
with the features that the web- members which types of nonsite offers. About half of the
cash gifts should be given out
Club’s members have signed
to competition winners.
up and the rest should be enD. Competition System Hardcouraged to do so. Helen will
contact those who have not yet ware and Software: The software to simplify and streamsigned up. Christine would
line the year-end competition
like to revise the home page
scoring will only run on a PC
text and will circulate a draft
running Windows; Ed,
for review by Executive ComMichael, and John Brengelman
mittee members.
all offered to donate an old PC
The agenda for this evening’s
laptop for use at the year-end
Business Meeting was discompetition. Chuck will invescussed.
tigate purchasing the software
and hardware.
I. Old Business
E. Otto Litzel Memorial Dinner
A. Call for Committee Chairs
and Program, Monday June
(the Gallery, House, and Web- 13th: This year’s program will
include a reading of the
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judges’ comments on the
‘ringer’ images over the course
of the past Club year. The Archive Committee is planning a
special presentation to honor
the Club’s 80th anniversary for
the 2017 Otto Litzel Dinner.
F. Ad Hoc Raffle Committee::
It was decided to raffle off the
Club’s old Mac computer at
the Otto Litzel Dinner. Attendees will automatically be entered into the raffle; there will
be no charge to enter.
G. Allocation for Archives
Committee (Storage): The cost
for space to store the Club’s
prints, slides, scrapbooks and
other materials, now held by
Archive Committee chair Myrna Changar-Harrison, is $55
per month. The storage facility
is on Varick Street, close to
Soho Photo Gallery. A motion
to present this as a budget item
must be made and voted on at
the Business Meeting. Maria
noted that the current budget
contains both new costs (e.g.,
the new website) and unspent
funds (e.g., because portfolio
nights were judged by Club
members rather than paying
for outside critiques).
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H. PWCC Facebook Page: Helen has a communication from
Meg Darnell regarding the options for creating a Facebook
page for the Club that she will
read to members at the Business Meeting.
J. Expanding Visions 22 Report: Chuck will report on Expanding Visions 22.
II. New Business
A. Election of Officers
B. Honoring the Club’s 80th
Anniversary: Exhibit at Soho
Photo and Reception, other
possible activities: Marilyn
Fish-Glynn noted only archive
images will be included in a
show at Soho Photo. She is investigating if it would be possible to include a digital display of current members’ images along with the archival
print images.
C. John Brengelman’s Donation of Projector
D. Chuck Pine Labor Day Picnic: we should ask Gladys
about availability of her roof.
E. Other:
- Helen will propose that attendance at one Business Meeting be instituted as a requirement of membership.
- Chuck asked what meetings
have been planned for the
summer. Ed noted that, in addition to the Executive Planning Session, there will be two
live model shoots, other field

Summer 2016

trips and meet-up events, and
a proposed reunion of members who went on the Club
extended field trip to Cape
Ann, Massachusetts.

By-Laws Changes
According to the PWCC
Constitution, the following
shall be adhered to regarding the proposed By-Laws
change:
Any amendment is to be submitted in writing by any
member in good standing at a
regular business meeting of the
Club. Such amendment, properly seconded, shall be recorded
in the minutes of the meeting
and shall be published in the
next regular issue of the Club
newsletter. Such amendment
shall be discussed and voted
upon at the next regular business meeting following publication. An amendment shall be
approved by a two-thirds (2/3)
vote of the membership at that
meeting as long as a quorum of
twenty percent (20%) of all
members in good standing is
present and voting. Said
amendment shall be published
in its entirety in the next regular Club newsletter following
ratification.
Please see page 23 for the
two proposals which will be
voted upon at the business
meeting in September.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

Yes! We’ve done it! Park West
Camera Club now has a presence on Facebook. We have
taken the first step and created
a page on this phenomenon
known as Facebook.
After the March business
meeting, going with Facebook
was suggested in order to ensure the growth and vitality of
the Club, which in this day and
age requires some sort of social
media presence. Club member
Meg Darnell did the research
and reported back to the membership at the May business
meeting (through our corresponding secretary, Helen
Pine). After all was said and
done, the members present
voted to set up a Facebook
page and see what happens.
Meg got to work and within a week, Park West was up
and running on Facebook. If
you’re a Facebook member,
please visit and ”like” us at
<www.facebook.com/pwccny>
If you’re not on Facebook,
but would like to join, you can
sign up (at no cost to you) from
our Facebook page.
Please note, for those of us
who are social media phobic,
there is no Club requirement to
join Facebook and share your
information..
Welcome, Park West Camera Club, to the 21st Century!
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Business Mtg Minutes

will not be included in the
year-end competition.

by Christine Doyle
Recording Secretary
May 23, 2016
(This is a draft copy and has
not yet been approved by the
membership.)

IV. Committee Reports

Archives: Chairperson Myrna
Changar-Harrison reported
that Soho Photo Gallery has
I. Call To Order: President Ed
agreed to give the Club a show
Lee called the meeting to order
of its archived images to comat 7:03 p.m. Executive Commitmemorate the Club’s 80th antee members Vice President
niversary in May 2017. Marvin
Michael Schleiff, CorrespondFink and Joe Nawy voluning Secretary Helen Pine,
teered to join the Archive
Recording Secretary Christine
Committee to help select imDoyle, Treasurer Maria Ferages for this exhibit. She also
nandez, and President Emerinoted that outside storage
tus Chuck Pine were present.
space is needed to house the
Club’s archive materials that
II. Minutes of Previous Meetshe has been keeping in her
ing: A motion to waive the
apartment. In addition, Myrna
reading of the minutes of the
also commended Michael
March 28, 2016 Business MeetSchleiff for creating the video
ing was passed and approved.
of the Club’s 75th Anniversary
The minutes of the previous
presentation that is now on the
business meeting were apClub website
proved.
Competition: Co-Chair John
III. Treasurer’s Report: Maria
Brengelman reported that the
reported that the Club’s curyear-end competition will be
rent bank balance is $7,696.70. held on June 6th. PDIs must be
An additional rent payment
submitted by midnight May
was made in May for the Ex30th and prints must be subpanding Visions 22 orientation mitted no later than 6:45 p.m.
session. The budget will need
on June 6th. None of the imto be re-arranged to account
ages can be altered, but prints
for sums not spent (i.e., paymust be properly matted and
ment for member portfolio re- PDIs must meet the 1400/1050
view judges) and a new expixel size and 72 dpi requirependiture for storing archive
ments listed in the Competimaterials (see Old Business,
tion Manual. Images that do
below).
not meet these requirements
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Natalie Manzino proposed that
the Club return to its practice
of alternating the order of
prints vs. PDIs for next year’s
competitions. After a brief discussion, a motion was made
and seconded, and approved
by vote.
Elena Pierpont asked if competition judges could be provided
with a cordless microphone so
that all can hear their comments. Chuck noted that the
Club has this equipment;
Michael will arrange to have it
set up as needed.
Field Trip: Co-Chair Paul Grebanier had nothing new to report. A sign-up sheet with the
remaining planned field trips
was passed around. Upcoming
summer Club meetings and
events will be discussed under
Good & Welfare.
Gallery: (No chair) Natalie
Manzino noted that the Ryan
Center Exhibit will be hanging
through August 31st.She proposed, and it was agreed to
approach the Ryan Center
about doing a show of current
member images to celebrate
the Club’s 80th anniversary in
the fall of 2017. Myrna also
suggested a Club show at the
Weill-Cornell Medical Library
and offered to supply the contact information. Chuck noted
the need for a chair for the
Gallery Committee.
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House: (No chair) Ed thanked
all members for helping to set
up and put away chairs used
for the meetings.

appearing as a speaker or to
judge competitions.

V. Old Business

A Call for Committee Chairs:
Social: Chair Marvin Fink not- The Gallery, House and Webed that refreshments are avail- site Committees currently have
Membership: Chair Marlene
able for after the meeting. Ed
no chairs. Members were
Schonbrun reported that the
noted the upcoming Otto
asked to consider volunteering
Club now has 86 paid-up
Litzel Dinner on June 13th (see for either of these positions.
members; at least 12 have
Old Business, below). Ed also
B Determining Year-End
joined since the beginning of
noted that it was time to start
Competition Tie Breakers: The
2016. She cited Ed’s meet-up
planning for the Chuck Pine
current rules call for one wingroup and Chuck’s Expanding Labor Day Picnic. Gladys
ner and four runners-up, and
Visions classes as two reasons Hopkowitz reported that she
for holding tie-breaker votes
for the increase in memberhad already reserved the roofwhen potential winners and
ship. Ed added that he also has top space of her apartment
runners-up have identical
been promoting the Club
building for this year’s party.
scores. Because these tiethrough Craig’s List.
The picnic will start at 4pm
breaker votes can be time conthis year.
Newsletter: Chair Chuck Pine
suming, it was suggested that
reported that the deadline for
a tie-breaker vote be held for
contributions for the next
the winner only and however
newsletter is June 6th, but
many images have the most
asked that all articles be subpoints will be named runnersmitted before then if at all posup. Because tie-breaker voting
sible. He added that the newsis specified in the Club’s Byletter has been submitted to
Laws, a vote on this proposal
Website: (No chair) Website
the PSA newsletter of the year
will be held at the next busiCommittee liaison, Michael
competition and is expecting a
ness meeting, September 2016.
Schlieff, reported that the new
successful outcome as in the
[See page 7 for details.]
website is up and running and
past four years. Because of the
fully functional. The 75th AnC Plaques, Ribbons, $ Certifiincrease in the Club’s memberniversary Archive video is up, cates, or Other Types of
ship, it is now in the large club
as are all the newsletters and
Awards for Competition Wingroup (75+) category.
competition winners and hon- ners: It was the consensus of
Program: Chair Marilyn Fishors images going back to Octo- members that flash drives be
Glynn reported the judges for
ber 2015. He invited members given out as gifts to Year-End
the year-end competition will
to give feedback on the website Competition winners.
be Jim Cummins, Larsen
and encouraged all who had
D Competition System HardHarley, and Doug Schwab. She not yet done so to register with
ware & Software: Chuck exis working on the schedule for the website. Currently about
plained how the new competispeakers and judges for next
half of the Club’s members
tion system hardware and
year (September 2016-June
have signed up.
software would work: each
2017), and asked members to
Workshop: (No chair) No
judge would have a keypad to
contact her if they know of
workshops are currently
enter their scores, which then
anyone who is interested in
planned.
would automatically be tallied
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on a Windows laptop that will
be running the software (several Executive Committee
members have offered to donate a computer for this purpose). The cost is $260 (including shipping). A motion to approve the purchase of this system was made, seconded and
approved by vote.

G Allocation for Archives
Committee (Storage): As noted
at the previous Business Meeting, the cost to rent space to
store the Club’s prints, slides,
scrapbooks, and other materials, now held by Archive Committee chair Myrna HarrisonChangar, at a storage facility
on Varick Street, close to Soho
Photo Gallery, is $55 per
The subject of mixing up the
month. A motion to allocate
order of PDIs was raised again.
funds to cover this cost was
It was suggested that the order
made, seconded, and approved
be shifted by a letter each
by vote.
month. It was agreed to let the
Competition Committee deH PWCC Facebook Page:
cide what works best for them. Members discussed Meg Darnell’s proposal to create a
E Otto Litzel Memorial Dinner
Facebook presence for the
and Program, Monday June
Club, either a Facebook page
13th: Ed has printed up flyers
or a Facebook group, which
for the this year’s dinner and
can be open or private. Such a
will send to Helen to send out.
presence could eliminate the
This year’s program will inneed for the Club’s Flickr
clude a reading of the judges’
and Yahoo groups. It was
comments on the ‘ringer’ imagreed that Meg should set
ages over the course of the past
up a public Facebook page,
Club year.
which she has also offered to
maintain, and to assess the
reaction to it and its success
over the ensuing months.

F Ad Hoc Raffle Committee Scrubbing and raffling off our
previous Mac laptop at the
Otto Litzel Dinner: All Club
members who attend this
year’s Otto Litzel Memorial
Dinner will automatically be
entered into a raffle.
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III. New Business
A Election of Officers: Nominations for officers of the Executive Committee are now
closed. All current Executive
Committee members have
agreed to continue in their current positions: Ed Lee as President; Michael Schlieff as Vice
President; Helen Pine as Corresponding Secretary; Christine Doyle as Recording Secretary; and Maria Fernandez as
Treasurer. A motion to declare
the officers’ positions filled
was made, seconded, and approved by vote.
B Honoring the Club’s 80th
Anniversary: See report by
Archives and Gallery Committees, above.

C John Brengelman’s Donation of Projector: Club member
John Brengelman has generJ Expanding Visions 22 Reously donated a projector to
port: Chuck reported that Expanding Visions 22 had its ori- use for competitions and other
entation session last week, here events. The projector still
at the gallery, and the first field needs to be properly calibrated, so the Club will use its old
session will be held this
Thursday at Times Square. The projector for the Year-End
class is free to all PWCC mem- Competition. John was
thanked for his generosity.
bers. Those interested in joinChuck will send out calls for
ing should contact Chuck for
volunteers in August.
the course materials.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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E Other/New Item: Helen
proposed that the Club ByLaws be amended to make attendance at one business meeting a requirement of membership and to assess penalties for
failure to adhere to this requirement. This proposal will
be published in the next newsletter and voted on at the September Business Meeting

III Good and Welfare:
A From the Chair: Ed reported
the following upcoming events
and activities:
- B&H Optic 2016 Conference,
June 5th—8th (details at the
B&H Event Space website)
- New England Camera Club
Council (NECCC) Meeting,
July 15th—17th in Amherst,
MA
- Club Summer Activities (exact dates TBD):
- Outdoor model shoot (late
July)
- Indoor model shoot (early
August)
- Brooklyn Cyclones game field
trip
- possible night shoot
- Cape Ann reunion at Pines’
apartment
- Club Field Trips in June to
Coney Island, Croton Aqueduct, and Cold Spring, NY
B From the Floor: No Club
meeting next week due to
Memorial Day holiday
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VIII. Adjournment: The meeting was adjourned at 8:31PM.
XI. Refreshments and Some
Socializing

Pictures of America
To all the members of your
camera club, ”Hello!”
We are looking to invite the

members of your camera club to send us a landscape photograph, each, of their choice that shows the best of your region.
We are compiling a photographic inspiration collection called
Pictures of America which will be available free from our website. In return, we are inviting camera clubs in the UK to do
the same. We want to present the countries from the local
points of view. We have all seen the generic poster pictures
but these provide little personal inspiration. Our collections
will be connections between individual photographers showing the best of their worlds as seen through their own lens.
Who are we? We are Focal View. <www.focalview.co.uk>
We exist to provide inspiration and a wider audience for amateur photographers. We all take photographs but have little
opportunity to show and share the ideas with others beyond
our local club, friends, and family. We provide that option.
Please simply ask your members to send their images—
7 x 4’ at 300 ppi, or thereabouts, with their name and club in
the file title to <editor@focalview.co.uk>Each entrant can
have the Perspectives title of their choice as a thank you for
helping to create what we feel will become a great photographic collection of individual views of our world. Just ask
members to tell us which Perspectives number and we will
send them the link.
Thank you for your time and we look forward to meeting
your members and sharing their work with other photographers around the world. Best wishes, Adrian and Brian

Photo Cartoon of the Month
”Your child is being
eaten by a camel.
Do you…
a)
b)

save your child?
or
take a photo?”

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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2016 Summer Schedule

Election of Oﬃcers

June
2 Expanding Visions 22
6 Year-End Competition
9 Expanding Visions 22
13 Otto Litzel Memorial Dinner
16 Expanding Visions 22
22 ExCom Planning Meeting
23 Expanding Visions 22
27 Cape Ann Reunion
30 Expanding Visions 22

The Club’s Executive Committee has been chosen for the
2016-2016 season. Led by committee chair Rita Russo, the
Nominating Committee put forth a slate which included all
of the current officers. During the weeks that led up to the
election, no members were nominated from the floor.
At the May business meeting, a motion was made from
the floor to have the Club’s secretary cast a unanimous vote
for the Nominating Committees slate. The motion was seconded, approved, and the slate was elected.
Congratulations to: Ed Lee, President; Michael Schleiff,
Vice President; Helen Pine, Corresponding/Membership
Secretary; Christine Doyle, Recording Secretary; and Maria
Fernandez, Treasurer.
Chuck Pine, the Club’s president emeritus, is an Executive Committee member for life, and, therefore, did not need
to be nominated nor re-elected.

July
7 Expanding Visions 22
11 Sunset from Socrates Park
14 Expanding Visions 22
20 Print Workshop
25 Outdoor Model Shoot

Computer Give-Away
As you probably are
aware, the Club purchased a new Macbook
Air computer last year. It
has been working like a
charm! This has made it
possible to give up our

August
8 Baseball Game Shoot
22 Indoor (Nude) Model Shoot
September
4 Chuck Pine Labor Day Picnic
12 Welcome Back! Portfolios
19 Guest Speaker
26 Business Meeting #1
Field trips, photo ops, photography
events, and other activities will be
announced as they become known.
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previous computer, a Macbook
Pro, which we bought in 2010.
The Club membership has
approved a suggestion from
the Executive Committee to
raffle off the Macbook Pro
computer at our annual Otto
Litzel Memorial Year-End
Dinner, on Monday night,
June 13th
Raffle tickets will be given
to all attendees at no charge.
Will you be the lucky winner?

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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Portfolio Page
Dance Parade is an annual
parade and festival that
showcases dance of all kinds
as an expression of art and
culture. It takes place in New
York City each May, on the
Saturday before Memorial
Day. This year was the 10th
annual Dance Parade. These
images were taken by PWCC
member Karen Corrigan.
Enjoy!

All images ©2016
Karen Corrigan
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Photo Notes Deadlines

Committee Liaisons

Club Exhibit

Issue

Deadline

September 2016

August 17

The Executive Committee
(ExCom) has decided to continue for this coming year
with the committee liaison
model to spread the responsibility among the entire Executive Committee.
Here’s how it’ll work:
Each of the ExCom members (the five elected officers
plus the President Emeritus)
will be assigned committees
as liaison. Each committee
chair or co-chair will report
to the ExCom through this
liaison. In this manner, it is
felt that communication will
flow much more smoothly,
in both directions, between
the committees. In addition,
any concerns raised by the
ExCom will be passed along
to the committee chairs
through the liaisons.
Here are the committee
liaison assignments for the
2015-2016 Club year:

The PWCC exhibit being held
at the Ryan Chelsea-Clinton
Community Health Center is a
great success according to
those who have seen it as well
as by the staff and patients of
the Center.
The exhibit, which opened
in March will be running
through the end of August.
If you weren’t at the opening, we hope you will go and
see our lovely show. The hours
are: Monday, Tuesday, and
Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to
7:00 p.m.; Wednesday and Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.;
and every other Saturday from
9:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. (No Saturday Hours in July and August). The Ryan Center is
closed on Sundays.
The address of the Ryan
Center is 645 10th Avenue, between 45th and 46th Streets. To
get there take the M11 bus line;
the 50th Street station on the C
or E subway lines; or the A, C,
E, N, R, Q, W, 1, 2, 3 ,7 subway
lines to 42nd Street.
The Club’s organizers for
this exhibit, Natalie Manzino
and Christine Doyle, reported
at the May business meeting
that we have been asked back
for a future exhibit. We are
considering the Fall of 2017.
That gives us plenty of time to
start searching our files and/or
shooting new ones.
More details will be forthcoming. Stay tuned!

The sooner articles and
items are submitted to Photo
Notes, the quicker the editing
and revision process can begin.
Competition scores and cumulative points are submitted as
soon after the competitions as
possible, usually one to three
days following the submission
deadline. The draft copy of
Photo Notes will be sent to the
editorial staff as soon as possible once all items are in place.
The staff will then have two to
three days to edit and return
their comments.
Once the Photo Notes issue
is complete, it is sent to the
Website Committee to be posted online. As soon as this is accomplished, an e-mail is sent
to all Club members and other
Photo Notes recipients informing them that the PWCC newsletter is now available for
downloading.
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Archives Maria Fernandez
Competition Mike Schleiff
Field Trip
Chuck Pine
Gallery
Helen Pine
House
Christine Doyle
Membership Helen Pine
Newsletter
Chuck Pine
Program Christine Doyle
Social
Ed Lee
Website
Mike Schleiff
Workshop
Ed Lee
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PWCC’s New Website
by Christine Doyle
Park West Camera Club has
a new website that is interactive and very user-friendly.
By creating an account
and signing on to the website, members will be able to
create and update their own
personal galleries and share
their work. (BTW, you can
create multiple galleries if
you like.)
The gallery template
comes with privacy settings
that you control.
All members are encouraged to join the website.
While the website contains
links to videos on a variety
of topics that will help guide
you through many of these
processes, here are some detailed instructions on how to
get started:
To Create Your Account:
Enter into your browser
the following address:
<www.parkwestcameraclub.org/default.aspx>
On the home page, press
the “Login” button in the
upper right hand corner (below the PWCC logo).
On the login page, scroll
down to the bottom, you will
see a box marked “New User
Registration.” Click on
“Membership Information.”
On the next page, there is
a button “Create a new User
Account and Request Mem-
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bership.” Press this button.
Scroll down to the box
marked “Login Name.” Enter your email address. Press
“Next.”
On the next page you
will be asked to create a
password and reminder
question for that password.
Please do so.
This will lead you to the
next page where you will be
asked for some personal information. You need only to
fill in the lines where “required” is indicated.
A message will be sent to
the webmaster to approve
your request. The webmaster
will approve the request and
a message will be sent back
to you that you can access
the website as a member.
To Create a Member Gallery:
Go to the ”My Account”
tab and log on to your Member Account.
Click on the “New
Gallery” button, down a bit
on the right side.
An online form will
open. This allows you to customize your gallery, e.g., by
adding a Title or Description,
and also offers additional
settings, such as:
Gallery Visibility (Private,
Organization Access, or
Public);
Transition (set how the images will move);
Options on what to display
(Image Title, Author, Cap-
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tions, Thumbnails, etc.)
To save your settings and
preferences, click “Update
Gallery Options.” You can
now add your images to
your gallery.
To Add Images to a Gallery:
Open the gallery you
want to upload images to.
Click on “Edit Images in
Gallery” then on “Upload
Images Into This Gallery”
Scroll down to the bottom left of the page and click
on “Select.” This will take
you to where you store your
images on your computer.
Highlight the image(s) you
want to upload and hit OK.
Once the images are uploaded, click “Save Images.”
This will bring you back
to the “Edit New Images in
Gallery” page, where you
can edit the image titles and
set the image order if you
like. Click on “Done” when
you are finished making any
changes.
You can also change the
order of the images another
way: go back into your
gallery and select “Edit Images in Gallery.” This will
take you to a page with
thumbnails of your images
in this gallery. Here, you can
change the order of your images by clicking and dragging the thumbnails into the
desired sequence. Click on
“Save Updates to Image Order” when finished.
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New Member Bios
Meg Darnell
by Alice Somma
Meg began the interview by
sharing that her interest in
photography started when
she was a young girl. While
attending Junior High School
in Queens, she enrolled in a
“trial” shop class on Photography. She had taken a photography class in summer
camp and so she was happy
to participate in JHS where
she would learn about developing and printing blackand-white film. After these
classes she got her first camera—a Canon AT-1. In high
school, her love of photography continued, and Meg
was the “roaming photographer” for the school newspaper and yearbook.

As it turns out, photography was a hobby which
Meg shared with her father
and brother. Meg recalls
when she was in high school,
she and her father rented
darkroom space by the hour
to develop their films and
print their pictures. The
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amazing, but true, coincidence of this story is that our
Club’s president, Ed Lee, operated the space then called
Photographics Unlimited.
Since Meg was a business
major in high school, she
was able to get a bookkeeping internship working in
Ed’s Studio. Meg explained
that she was not into the
technical aspect of photography, but just liked going
out to shoot for fun and enjoyed shooting pictures of
her family and the kids she
used to babysit for.
During her college years
there was a lull in her interest in photography.
After college, Meg had a
number of different jobs and
eventually found her calling
as a massage therapist and
practiced in Park Slope,
Brooklyn, for 20 years. She is
now a Career Counselor in
the administrative area of
the Swedish Institute in New
York—the nation’s oldest
massage therapy school.
Meg still resides in the Park
Slope area. She enjoys a
healthy lifestyle and has
close family ties with relatives who live in Long Is-
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land, Queens, and Brooklyn. Meg lives with her
beautiful dog, Max, who
just loves being photographed by her.
Meg spends time in the
spring, summer, and fall
in her family home in
Southern Vermont. She
loves the outdoors, nature,
music, hiking, and kayaking.
Meg is very interested in
technology and has developed her own photography
website, <megdarnell.com>
She also enjoys making slide
show presentations for various events that usually include her sister’s 3 children,
with whom she is extremely
close. Meg enjoys travel, although she stated, she hasn’t
done enough of it. She did
take a great wild safari photo
trip where she feels she
learned a lot. She is looking
forward to planning more
trips in the future.

From her first Canon
camera, Meg progressed to
digital SLR Canon 20D and
enjoyed playing around with
it. She is currently using a
Canon 7D. Meg was searching for a creative outlet for
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her hobby so she decided to
attend a Meet-Up Group.
She was surprised to run
into Ed Lee, who invited her
to visit the Park West Camera Club. She attended one
meeting but she wasn’t sure
if it was right for her. Then
she decided to take the Expanding Visions class with
Chuck Pine where she met
like-minded people. Meg decided to try another meeting
at PWCC. She joined because
she felt that the Club would
inspire her to shoot more
and that she would have an
opportunity to learn from
other Club members, share
her work, and participate in
competitions. Meg would
like to attend Club trips and
is hoping more trips will be
scheduled in the evening or
on weekends, since she
works during the day.
Meg is interested in becoming more proficient in
composition and editing and
has taken a number of Creative Live courses on line.
She likes the opportunity to
show her work and receive
feedback. She enjoys shooting architecture, kids, events,
and animals.
Welcome to Park West
Camera Club, Meg!
Susan Genaro
by Marlene Schonbrun
Susan joined the Club back
in September 2015. Because
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years in clothing design and
fashion. Much of that time
was spent traveling to places
like India and China. But she
was there for business, and
spent most of the time in factories, and saw very little of
the countries. This, however,
planted the seed of wanting
to see the world.

of her work commitment,
she hasn’t been to many
meetings, and I neglected to
put her on my list of new
members to interview. The
reason this came to light is
she attended the last Print
Workshop with Nancy
Sirkis. Although I hadn’t
gone to that workshop, she
came up in conversation as
someone who worked in Intensive Care, and I realized
that no one who had been
interviewed met that description. So I pursued it further, and found out it was
none other than Susan.
Susan initially found out
about our Club through one
of Ed Lee’s Meet-Up invitations, and it came at an opportune time as she was
ready to explore her creativity once again. But I’m getting ahead of myself. Susan
studied art at the Rhode Island School of Design, where
they encouraged other interests, so she took up photography. After graduating she
worked for the next ten
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After 10 years, Susan realized that her work wasn’t
satisfying, and she became
disillusioned with the “business” of fashion. She left her
full-time job and began to
freelance. At the same time,
she decided to volunteer in
Lenox Hill Hospital, working with the babies of crack
mothers. As with many of
life’s twists and turns, Susan
realized a need to change careers altogether and went
back to school for nursing.
She now has a Nurse Practitioner’s License.
While she enjoys her current career working with
Open Heart patients in an
Intensive Care Unit, a few
years ago, she began to realize her creative side was being neglected. She picked up
a camera and has been tak-
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earlier, she recently participated in the print workshop.
Hopefully, she’ll be able to
participate more as time goes
on, and enrich her experience and photographic
learning.
Welcome, belatedly, to
Park West, Susan!
Michael Blumenfeld
by Karen Corrigan
ing pictures ever since. She’s
using the Nikon D600, with
2 lenses—a 24-70mm and 70200mm (she concentrates on
the 24-70 for street photography). When she wants to
travel light, Susan uses a
Panasonic Lumix. She enjoys
learning and has taken Lynn
Saville’s “Night Photography” series, and “Portraiture” with Harvey Stein, to
name a few. As she has five
weeks of vacation, she is also
enjoying traveling.
The three photographers
Susan mentioned who’ve inspired her the most include
Mark Cohen, Harvey Stein,
and Saul Leiter.
Susan says she likes that
we hold frequent meetings at
the Club, even though she
can’t make many of them
because of her schedule. She
has enjoyed the lectures, and
critiques, and likes knowing
that there are opportunities
to exhibit when she’s ready.
Susan joined the Club members on our trip to Cape Ann
last October. And, as said
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Michael has great credentials
for being a photographer. An
architecture career has prepared him to pursue his enthusiasm with a keen eye
and love of beauty. He was

first introduced to photography as an architectural student, then later as a professor Michael used photography as a tool to convey his
ideas. Now retired, he pursues his artistic fervor in
paint and watercolor,… and
digital imagery. He favors
landscapes and oddities of
the street. What a great combination: utilizing location as
inspiration since Michael
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splits his time between
Stockbridge, in the Berkshires and New York City.
As for the camera
equipment he uses, Michael
confessed to me a growing
attraction to using his
iPhone. But who hasn’t
made this assessment given
the available technology?
Nonetheless, in addition, he
has a Nikon D7100 and a
Panasonic point-and-shoot.
He uses Photoshop for minimal editing of photographs.
Seemingly, Michael has
heard the adage, ”get it right
in the camera,” and I’m sure
he would champion this advice in any discussion of exposure, white balance, or
depth-of-field.
Yet, as a relatively new
member recruited by Ed Lee,
Michael is interested in receiving feedback on his images to help broaden his outlook. As we see more of his
work, let’s help inspire him.
Maybe give him some ideas
on Club field trips, or pass
on the wondrous capabilities
of Adobe Lightroom.
Welcome, Michael!
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By-Laws Proposal #1
by Helen Pine
Corresponding/Membership
Secretary
Park West Camera Club has
had a long history of participatory democracy. All major
financial and operational decisions are made by Club
members: 1 person, 1 vote.
Until the recent past, attendance at some percentage
of Business Meetings had
been mandatory. This was
changed a few years back
when we revised our Club’s
Constitution and By-Laws.
We now have 12 new
members who have joined
since January 1, 2016 and
who know nothing about the
importance of attending
Business Meetings.
22 PWCC members attended the November Business Meeting, overwhelmingly long-time members.;
22 PWCC members attended the March Business
Meeting, only three who
have joined since 2015;
27 PWCC members attended the May business
meeting, only 1 who has
joined this year.
I propose to reinstate
mandatory attendance at one
of the four of the Club’s
yearly Business Meetings by
amending the PWCC ByLaws as follows:
Add the following two
sections to Article I - Quali-
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fications for Membership, of
the existing By-Laws;

By-Laws Proposal #2

Sec 3.
Members must attend at least
one of the scheduled Business
Meetings per year.

Marilyn Fish-Glynn, chair of
the Program Committee and
former PWCC vice president, suggested doing away
with having run-off voting
by the three judges at the
Year-End Competitions
when we have more than
four images tied for ‘Honorable Mention’.
The proposal would
change Article III - Competitions, Section 6 - Print/Projected Digital Image-of-theYear, (c) Judging, 2) Each
contest shall be judged as
follows, e- in the event of any
tie scores, only those entries
which are tied will be rejudged.
These rejudged scores will be
used only to position those entries being rejudged among
themselves. This rejudging
process will continue until only
one (1) clear winner and four
(4) honorable mentions remain.
The new ‘e’ will read …
in the event of any tie scores for
Image-of-the-Year, those entries
which are tied will be rejudged.
This rejudging process will continue until only one (1) clear
winner remains. The eliminated
image(s) will receive honorable
mention. In all, the four (4)
next highest scoring images
will receive honorable mention.
Should there be more than four
(4) images tied for honorable
mention, they will all be awarded honorable mention..

Sec. 5.
Club members who fail to meet
the qualifications for membership (above) will not be considered “members in good standing of the Club” and will not be
permitted to:
(a) run for, nor hold, any position on the Club’s Executive
Committee;
(b) participate in any votes taken at any business meeting of
the Club;
(c) participate in any Club exhibits;
(d) nor participate in the Club’s
“Print/Projected Digital Imageof-the-Year” competitions.
These changes will require the current Section 3 to
be renumbered as Section 4.

Little Known Factoid
The New York State insect is
the endangered nine-spotted
ladybug (coccinella novemnotata). Although it is native to
the Empire State, this little
critter had been missing from
the region for almost 30
years. Recent sightings, however, indicate the resurgence
of this tiny green aphid-eating insect.
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A message was sent to the 50
plus PWCC members who
had signed up for the Yahoo
group. It was an invitation
and announcement about a
light show held upstate at
Van Cortland Manor in Croton-on-Hudson. State-of-theart illumination highlights
hundreds of amazing works
of art and showcases the
gorgeous natural landscape.
Four intrepid Park West
members made the journey
and were rewarded with
spectacular photo ops. Here
is a glimpse at some of their
images…

©2016 Gladys Hopkowitz
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Lightscapes

©2016 Gerda Artes
©2016 Chuck Pine

©2016 Helen Pine

©2016 Gerda Artes
©2016 Helen Pine
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Depth of Field

root canal on you, but you
By Bill Apple don’t need it. You’ll be fine.”
The tooth, just a little “traumatized,” would recover. He
‘Baddies’
didn’t even charge me. An
honest man.
Like Johnny Appleseed, I live
Which makes my own finwith an idée fixe, a mission. No,
gers itch no less at the sight of
despite my surname, nothing
about apples or planting trees. a bad photograph. Yes, they
exist, despite today’s top-notch
My obsession: stamping out
digital cameras, lenses, and
bad English. I’ve enlisted in
editing software.
the Grammar Police.
But what makes one image
How, for example, do you
“bad,” I find, isn’t necessarily
get educated grown-ups to
what’s wrong with the next
stop saying “less people” and
one. It’s like Tolstoy’s musings
start saying “fewer people”?
about families (in Anna KareniHint: If you can count somena): “All happy families are
thing—children, doughnuts,
alike; each unhappy family is
calories—always say fewer.
unhappy in its own way.”
I talk back, a lot, to TVs,
radios, even people, provided Same with pictures.
So, am I entitled to be so…
they’re smaller than me. (Actually, it’s “smaller than I.” See judgmental? You betcha! As a
serious photographer since the
what I mean?) It’s a thankless
1970s, and after decades of
job, I know, but we all need a
Club competitions, my DNA
schoolmarm.
has become larded with phoMy obsession has recently
tography genes. Spongelike,
blossomed. Now I want to fix
not just bad grammar, but bad I’ve soaked up techniques,
standards, and a certain esthetpictures too—and not just
ic for images that pass muster
mine. If only I had high-res
versus the rest. Shall we
RAW files for some of the
plunge in?
poorer images I come across
Let’s review five images, all
daily, what I could do!
unaltered, spotted recently in
I’m reminded of a rootcanal specialist I once consult- newspapers. The first, in The
New York Times; all others, from
ed about a throbbing incisor.
my new daily read, The Wall
Following his look-see, he
Street Journal. (I quit The Times
turned serious. Clutching my
in January, after over 30 years
wallet, I returned his gaze.
—ask me why sometime.)
“I’ve done root canals,
nothing but root canals for 40
years,” he confessed, wistful.
“My fingers are itching to do a
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A—An ‘environmental’
portrait of Ivana and Donald
Trump, probably the 1980s,
resurfaced May 14th, in what
Trump supporters deemed a
nasty, untrue “hit
piece” (“Crossing the Line:
How Donald Trump Behaved
With Women in Private,” by
Michael Barbaro and Megan
Twohey). Photo credit: Bob
Sacha/Corbis, via Getty Images.
It’s rather a delightful picture, nothing terrible. The
lighting, styling, composition,
color all work—the couple actually relate. It speaks confidence, opulence, a relationship. Compositionally, there’s
even a “leading line:” that
grand golden banister.
My sole quibble is the
“merger:” Venus de Milo is
growing out of Ivana’s right
arm. (Well, didn’t Venus’ less
sexy colleague, Athena, burst
fully formed from Zeus’ head?)
I’ve shot my own share of
mergers, I’ll acknowledge,
usually heads sprouting trees.
Short of moving the sculpture—or destroying the couple’s perfect power pose—
there’s not much the photographer could have done.
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Maybe blur the background
more, but you want that priceless artwork to “read.” Then,
again, it’s Trump: mergers (and
acquisitions) permissible.

C—This White House
‘keeper,’ of Bill Clinton and
Monica Lewinsky, ran last
month alongside one opinB—A portrait picturing a
ion column (“Sex, Bill Clinton
Venezuelan petroleum engiand Trump,” by William
neer, Humberto Romero, who McGurn, WSJ, May 24th).
relocated to Calgary in the oil
Credit: Getty Images.
boom, then got laid off—and
This too could use cropstuck there (“Oil’s Slump Puts ping: lose the mustachioed
Expat Workers Out of Jobs,”
leering man at the left (and the
WSJ, April 21st). The credit:
teetering TV). Then, again,
“Chris Bolin for The Wall
maybe the leering man,
Street Journal.”
unidentified, knew the Monica
What’s right about the
story before the rest of us
Trumps’ picture is precisely
knew. The column’s gist: Donwhat’s wrong here: Humberald Trump has every right to
to’s not relating to anything,
punch back whenever Hillary
just gazing plaintively (?),
plays her “woman’s card,” belooking out of the frame, compo- cause Bill Clinton’s myriad sex
sitionally a cardinal sin. And
scandals have become fair
that framed black-and-white
game. Hillary has promised
photograph, at his left arm, bi- Bill will get a key administrasected! Mystery Woman Cut In tion post, should she win.
Half! Disturbing. Hard for me
Still, why no crop? Photo
to decode.
editors must fill specific spaI don’t know what the pho- ces—“holes” in printed copy—
tographer intended to portray: when making up newspaper
sadness, resignation, a broken pages. Perhaps they needed
family, homesickness? I’m con- this picture’s full width. Or
fused. He needed to crop out
maybe the photographer (or
the mystery woman for
Getty Images) forbade cropstarters.
ping (licensing agreements
sometimes limit edits). Or
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maybe it’s simpler: an editor being mischievous,
actually wanting to telegraph that leer.

D— Museum bust of Cicero, Roman philosopher (First
Century, B.C.E.), accompanies
an excerpt from a new translation of an ancient Latin dialogue (“Cicero on Growing
Old,” WSJ, April 3rd). Again,
Getty Images.
Saith Cicero: “I follow nature as the best guide and obey
her like a god. Since she has
carefully planned the other
parts of the drama of life, it’s
unlikely that she would be a
bad playwright and neglect the
final act. And this last act must
take place, as surely as the
fruits of trees and the earth
must someday wither and fall.
But a wise person knows this
and accepts it with grace.
Fighting against nature is as
pointless as the battles of the
giants against the gods.”
So true, but couldn’t Cicero’s photographer have bestowed more light on this famous soul, or softened, in
post-processing, the harsh
shadow on the left? Photographers of living models fuss
endlessly with lighting, so why
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not here? (Me? I’d also have
removed that blemish on Cicero’s forehead—Spot-Healing
Tool—but that’s maybe going
too far. The blemish is, after all,
written in stone. Ha!)

one, or call a student with an
iPhone, or appropriate a photo
from Vassar’s catalog? Almost
any shot would have been an
improvement. Perplexing.
*

*

*

Is all my critiquing out
of bounds, above my pay
grade? Not really, and neither should it be above
yours. Evaluating other
people’s work is part of
the—forgive me—bigger
picture of becoming a better photographer yourself.
E—A record shot of Vassar,
One thing still puzzles me,
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. This is the however. Virtually every
worst of the five photos. It ran newspaper solicits letters to
alongside a story about antithe editor. Why not letters to
Israel activities on that ritzy
the photo editor, with us Photocampus (“Majoring in Antishop-savvy readers’ make-overs
Semitism at Vassar,” by Mark
for images really not up to
G. Yudof and Ken Waltzer,
snuff? Just a thought. Would
WSJ, February 17th). Credit:
our putting in two cents lead
Getty Images.
eventually to upgraded news
The picture isn’t level: it’s
photos? Could be. Could very
listing starboard, like a storm- well be.
tossed ship. The foreground
boasts a big, boring swath of
Be a NYC Tourist
lawn, with blocked-up shadow
detail. Needed: aggressive
New York Helicopter Tour
cropping and opening up of
One World Observatory
shadows. Ditto for trees framLady Liberty and Ellis Island
ing both sides. Better, the phoEmpire State Building
tographer should have come
closer (or used a longer lens).
These buildings aren’t exactly
running away.
So how does an ID shot
with so much wrong arrive at a
major stock-photography
house like Getty, then land in a
big newspaper? And why
didn’t the Journal find a better
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Nature Photography Day
June 15th is the middle of the
week, middle of the month,
middle of the year. It is also, for
the 11th consecutive year, Nature Photography Day, as proposed by the North American
Nature Photography Association <www.nanpa.org>
How to celebrate? Even before June 15, visit a website,
library, or bookstore to learn
about the history and influence
of nature photography. Get
ready to be inspired.
Invite family and friends to
join you that day. Natural
scenes may be close by—a
park, garden, or trail. Photo
club members: Remind your
colleagues about Nature Photography Day and how images
have been used to preserve the
natural world. If you have a
website or blog, spread the
news there, too.
NANPA and ViewBug have
partnered to help celebrate Nature Photography Day. Enter
your image for a chance to
share your photo and win great
prizes. Three prize packages
will be awarded.
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Gallery Watching
by Ruth Formanek
and Judy Rosenblatt
Pursuing the Sublime; Laurence
Miller Gallery, 20 West 57th
Street; until June 25th
by Judy
The meaning of the word “sublime” has always been a bit
vague to me, so I looked it up
and found adjectives like “noble,” “exalted,” and “awe-inspiringly grand.” That sets a
high bar for a small group
show of landscape art, but I’m
happy to report that I was not
disappointed. This unique exhibit combines the work of five
modern photographers and
five nineteenth century Japanese printmakers in dialog
with each other. To experience
the differences and similarities
between artwork so separated
by time, place, and media is
refreshing and illuminating.

vertigo; sublime indeed! Books
of his impressive landscape
work are on hand here to
browse through, and his dramatic nighttime cityscapes can
be seen at <www.lucacampigotto.com>
The other photographers’
© Ray Metzger
work, as well as the prints,
provide many more visual deBoth bodies of work deal
with themes of humans being lights at this exhibit. Viewing
dwarfed by nature, yet chang- the Japanese prints in this setting, I became acutely aware
ing it by making incursions
that these artists did not have
such as roads, bridges and, in
the tools that we do to create
one case, a hill-climbing railway with ladybug cars. But the and edit photographs. Their
humans are often just specks in visions, and the craft to execute them, all came from thema vast spectacle. This may be
selves and their cultural tradiseen most clearly in the photions, in response to nature. We
tographs, since the prints are
more intimate because of their photographers can easily capture a scene faithfully but, if
small size.
we are searching for the sublime, we must try to transform
it through the filter of our own
inner vision. None of this is
easy, but this exhibit shows
that it can, indeed, be done.

© Luca Campigotto

© Utagawa Hiroshige
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Two of the photographers
here are Asian, two European,
and one American (Ray Metzker). A major takeaway from
the exhibit for me was discovering the Italian photographer
Luca Campigotto, born in
Venice in 1962. His very large
photograph of a lookout high
on a cliff practically gave me
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Fazal Sheikh, Independence/
Nakba; Pace/Macgill Gallery,
32 East 57th Street; through
June 30th
by Ruth
Sheikh, who was born in New
York City in 1965, has had several important grants (including MacArthur, Guggenheim,
and Fulbright). The present
exhibit completes Sheikh’s
project: The Erasure Trilogy,
which explores the ongoing
Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
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age seems to lack
relevance.
His political
stance is unclear:
Are we all human
beings and should
get along? Are
Palestinians and
Israelis very similar to each other?
© Fazal Sheikh
Or not? Can everybody tell
from the photo who is of what
Sheikh focuses on the ennationality? Eduardo Cadava:
during effects of the Arab-Is“... the portraits invite us to
raeli war of 1949. Sixty-five
diptychs, one for each year be- register the enduring bonds
tween 1948 and 2013, juxtapose that tie the past, the present,
and the future together...that
black-and-white portraits of
could enable a different and
individuals of gradually increasing age. Each diptych rep- more forgiving tomorrow.”
That is my hope as well.
resents an Israeli and a PalesAs frequently happens, the
tinian. The portraits speak to
ideology, although often unthe politics of separation tied
clear, seems to overwhelm the
to the Arab-Israeli war, which
“resulted in the establishment photos, but the accompanying
of the State of Israel, the recon- print materials aid one’s unfiguration of the region’s terri- derstanding.
torial borders, and the disChip Hooper: California’s Pacific
placement of an estimated
700,000 Palestinians.” What is 2nd Set; Robert Mann Gallery,
525 West 26th Street; through
known as Independence Day
for Israelis, for Palestinians it is July 1st
‘Nakba’, or day of the cataby Judy
strophe. Says it all, right?
Like the other exhibit I wrote
Sheikh’s portraits use
about, this one, too, I would
Avedon’s model—aside from
call a successful search for the
clothing, only a white backsublime. Beginning with Lake
ground is used. In contrast to
Avedon’s lively portraits, how- Michigan in Chicago, where he
grew up, Chip Hooper became
ever, Sheikh’s format is passfascinated by large bodies of
port, that is, people are phowater. This led to his photographed from the chest up.
Sixty-five of them! While many tographing oceans in many
parts of the world—in black
are interesting, there are too
many. And, grouping them by and white—with a large-for-
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mat 8 x10 inch view camera.
He seems to have had a deeply
spiritual connection with the
sea and sky, always seeking the
moment when light blended
them together at the horizon.
Entering the gallery and
being surrounded by his large
seascapes, I almost felt I was
standing at the ocean’s edge on
a foggy day with the sun trying to break through, having
that awesome feeling of being
in touch with the universe—of
sensing the sublime!—we get
near the sea. In some of the
images dark rock formations
punctuate the exquisitely lit
seascape. Hooper’s soft, gauzy
effects may be the result of
very long exposures; in one
image the moon is tracked and
becomes a long white line
piercing the darkness.

© Chip Hooper
Hooper was born in 1962
and, sadly, recently died of
cancer at 53. I was surprised to
read that he was a successful
and beloved talent agent for
bands such as Phish and the
Dave Matthews Band, as well
as such an accomplished art
photographer.
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Mary Ellen Mark; Howard
Greenberg Gallery, 40 East 57th
Street; through June 18th; and
Aperture Gallery, 547 West
28th Street; through June 30th

by Ruth
Philadelphia-born Mary Ellen
Mark (1940-2015) traveled extensively and shot influential
photos whose subjects were far
at different ages, often together
from mainstream yet appeared
with the now heftier and dein mainstream media. Mark’s
pressed-looking Tiny. One gets
the impression of a real relationship between photographer and her subject and wonders whether Mark had become Tiny’s fantasy mother
(Tiny’s own was an alcoholic).
Several galleries at Aperture are devoted to the Tiny
© Mary Ellen Mark
project, shot in black and white
and grouped according to year,
from 1983 to 2014. The overall
photography was based on
effect is depressing: What will
her establishing strong relahappen to those ten kids?
tionships with her subjects.
Mark was a spontaneous
For Ward 81 (1979), for examdocumentary photographer,
ple, she lived for six weeks
and didn’t seem to care about
with the patients in the
composition or framing. The
women’s security ward of a
photos are very powerful and
state hospital.
affect you strongly. The already
In contrast to Mark’s phodisillusioned glance of the
tos at Howard Greenberg
teenager Tiny remains with her
Gallery, those at Aperture tell
the story of a street kid, ‘Tiny,’ over the years. Mark shot a
family picture of the 12 people
whom Mark followed for
of the family (including Will,
many years. A teenage prostiTiny’s husband for many
tute, Tiny’s wishes, expressed
years).
to Mark, were for diamonds,
See this Aperture show. You
yachts, and 10 children. Sadly,
won’t have a chance to experi20 years later, only the last
ence better documentary phowish had been granted. Mark
photographed all the children, tography ever again.
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What is altered reality? Like
art, in general, I cannot define
altered reality,… but I know it
when I see it! This definition
goes double when it comes to
altered reality in photography.
Technically speaking, every
kind of photography is altered
reality. The real world is threedimensional, for example. Photography has only two dimensions. If that isn’t altered, then
I don’t know what is. Even a
hologram, a three-dimensional
projection, is not reality—it has
no substance. It’s made up of
only light (no mass, no matter,
no reality).
Therefore, since photography is not reality to start with,
how can we alter it even more?
Can there be such a thing as
altered altered reality? How
about doubly altered reality?
And so on…

© Jerry Uelsmann

Over the next few months,
this series of articles, ”Altered
Reality,” does not seek a definition (the impossible dream?).
It will explore, however, and
provide methods and examples of altered reality with
which you can experiment and
play to your heart’s content.
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Personal Archives
by Maria Fernandez
Picture this! Cuba, 1962. Then picture it again, 2012.
I went back in time to Habana, the place of my birth, where
time stood still for 50 years.
Traveling back to Cuba in
2014, I was aware of small
changes; barely noticeable. Not
enough for me to document it; no
rush, no urgency. After all Cuba is
not going anywhere. And I will
return to this beautiful island
time and time again. The sun will
still rise at the south end of El
Malecon and will set at the north
end. The musicians will gather at
the Malecon to play their music as
only Cubans do, with the Atlantic
Ocean as their background.
I will still hear the laughter of
the children playing along the
concrete wall that separates the
city from the ocean. I will still
hear the roar of that ocean on
stormy days as it crashes and
sweeps over the Malecon wall.
I will still
see the old
cars driving
along and
honking to
their friends
as they pass
one another. I
will still see
the old buildings that
stood the test
of time and
the environment. I will
still walk the streets and marvel
at the architecture representing
the European influence of their
past. I will still visit the Mercados
and relish in the banter between
the vendors and the buyers.
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So, no rush. Plenty of time to
plan another trip and take more
pictures. Enjoy yourself the
Cuban me said to the American
me. Plenty of time. But Cuba had
a surprise in store for me.
Now, picture this! Cuba 2016.
As I walked down El Paseo del
Prado, a beautiful avenue leading
to El Malecon, as I had done so
many times before, with camera
in hand, I could not find the familiar spots that I photographed
on my two previous visits. So,
what’s going on?, I asked myself.
As I moved closer to the spot
in question, I came upon wooden
protective fences around a demolition site. A demolition site!
What? A hotel will be built on this
site. What?
Okay, one hotel, no big deal. I
have a couple of good shots from
2012. I continued on my journey
down memory lane. I reached El
Malecon and was confronted with
the reality that Habana is changing; demolition is moving full
speed ahead, on a prime piece of
property across from my beloved
Malecon, to make room for an
even bigger hotel.
As I passed one Mercado and
then another, no banter between
locals. Tourists holding cell
phones, taking selfies, have replaced the locals. No reason to
panic yet—I have less than stellar
photographs from this area and
they will have to suffice.
I became aware as I continued
on my journey through the streets
that are so familiar to me, that I’m
very lucky to have had the opportunity to return to my homeland
and document the history of the
island—one that is quickly disappearing.
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Portfolio Project
Soho Photo Gallery's front
gallery will feature the winners of the 3rd annual B&H
Portfolio Development
Project. The five month workshop series took place at
B&H’s Event Space and was
organized and run by Deborah Gilbert and David
Brommer. The series was
taught by a variety of speakers including Soho Photo
artists Lois Youmans and
Sandra Carrion. The free
workshops covered a variety
of subjects, with an emphasis
on preparing a portfolio for
gallery submission.
This year’s series gave
participants the added challenge of creating, not just images with a theme, but also
telling a photo story. Many
participants flourished, taking on serious subjects and
telling important stories.
(B&H will publish a magazine of their stories benefiting
NYC SALT—a non-profit
photography and digital
technology education group
that helps at-risk high school
kids in New York City).
Congratulations to PWCC
members who participated in
this year’s project: Christine
Doyle, Sal Maci, and Karen
Corrigan.
The exhibit runs from July
6 through July 23; the opening reception will be on July 7
from 6—8 p.m.
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Man-Made in the USA

PhotoWordJumble
by Sal Maci

All that glitters is not gold!
And, all that is beautiful and
photogenic is not, necessarily
natural. The United States
contains many man-made
places and things that rate
with the Grand Canyon and
Niagara Falls on the beauty
list of North America. Here
are a few places to take your
camera (and tripod?).

Unscramble these four scrambled words, one letter to each
square, to form words pertaining to photography.

Golden Gate Bridge,
San Francisco

Now arrange the circled
letters to form the surprise answer suggested by
the clue.
Last month’s answers: Flash, GrAin, tRipoD, dYnamiC, and vaRiAble
Surprise answer: GRAY CARD

Times Square,
New York City

National Mall,
Washington, DC

Hoover Dam, Arizona/
Nevada

Pacific Coast Highway,
California

Mount Rushmore,
South Dakota

The Strip,
Las Vegas
Gateway Arch,
St Louis

Statue of Liberty,
New York City

Independence Hall,
Philadelphia
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PhotoShopping

The image will become all
black. Don’t panic!

by Chuck Pine

Click on the Move Tool at the
top of the Tool Bar, or simply
type the letter V. Use any of
the Arrow Keys and hit it two
or three times. You have now
created a Tone Line Image,
like this…

High Contrast Tone Line
Way back in my chemical
darkroom days, I played
around with a special film
known as Kodalith. It was
strictly a graphic arts medium,
but it had some creative uses in
photographic arts. Kodalith is
(was?) a high-contrast film—
depending on how you exposed it (usually 4x5” sheet
film in an enlarger) and for
how long you processed it—
you would end up with a true
black-and-white image (with
absolutely no grays).
Nowadays, it can all be
done in the digital darkroom—
without turning off the lights,
without toxic, smelly chemicals, and the rest. Here’s how:
Start with an image, any
image. I chose this one…
Make a
Threshold
Adjustment

Layer by
clicking on
the halfwhite/halfblack circle
at the bottom of the
Layers Palette and
then scrolling down to the
word Threshold. When the
Threshold Dialog Box pops
up, make sure the Properties
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Tab is active. Move the slider
left or right until you like what Want to go further? Make a
you see.
new layer with
Shift-OptionYou could
Command-E.
stop here
with this
high-contrast image, but
let’s go on.

Invert the
image with
Image>Adjustments>Invert,
or Command-I to achieve this
image…

Create a
new layer by holding down
the Shift, Option, and Command keys at the same time
and typing an E.[Shift-AltControl-E in Windows]
Go to Image>Adjustments>
Invert, or type Command-I
[Control-I] to get this image.
Again, you could stop here
with this
high-contrast image,
but let’s go
on.
Change the
Blend
Mode to
Darken.
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Finally, try
toning the image by choosing a color
from the Color
Pallette, selecting a large
Brush, and
paint the whole
image.
Use the
Opacity
Slider
until you
like what
you see.
Voila,
you’re
done!
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Photo Shopping
by Chuck Pine
Who among us, these days,
doesn’t have a phone with a
camera? Do any of you readers
admit to it? Or are you holding
your ground and resisting?
For those of us who have
come into the 21st century, either kicking and screaming or
not, photography with our
iPhones, Samsungs, and whatevers have gotten a lot better
over the past few years. If
you’re ready to raise your
game, perhaps you should
think about adding a new lens
to your phone—the kind that
attaches to a phone with a clip
or magnet.
These lenses are inexpensive, easy to use, and fit in the
palm of your hand. Most are
available individually, some as
kits that let you play with multiple lenses, depending on
what the moment calls for.

The Super Fisheye Lens,
from Photojojo, takes in a 235°
view of the world around you.
The most extreme effect in this
kind of camera lens. (A classic
fisheye takes in about 180°.)
This lens, costing only $20,
provides a real hemispherical
view that makes everything
look like it’s living in a bubble,
like rolling a panoramic shot
into a snowball!

The Olioclip adds a 2X
telephoto lens to your iPhone.
In addition to getting you
twice as close, this lens provides a shallower depth-offield allowing the use of selective focus to capture stunning
The Mobi-Lens WideAngle portraits and make your subcomes in an assortment of col- ject stand out distinctly from
their backgrounds. The cost of
ors to match your phone and
the Olioclip active lens kit is
beyond. It expands the angleof-view of your phone’s built- $100. It also includes a widein lens. The Mobi clips onto the angle lens and a close-up/
macro lens for your photofront and back of most cell
phones—easy peasy—and sells graphic pleasure.
for $30 (including fish-eye
attachment).
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The Lensbaby Sweet Spot
lens for mobile phones adds
soft-focus to your mobile
phone’s repertoire. Unlike all
the other lenses where sharpness is the target, this device
goes in the opposite direction.
Once attached to your phone,
it is controlled by an app
which you must download.
The cost is $60. Lensbaby also
offers kits with several lenses
and capabilities, for a highr
price, of course.

No matter which of these,
or any of the many other
choices, you choose, you will
be expanding your ability to
take the best possible, highestquality images using your
cell/smart phone.
Keep shooting. Be creative.
And, good luck.

Disclaimer
I do not, nor does anyone else
in the Club, make a profit
from the sales of these items.
Chuck
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Accessory Quiz
Can you name this photo
accessory? No prizes, just a
fun challenge! Send your
guesses to the Club’s address <pwccny@aol.com>
Googling not permitted—on
your honor!

See the answer next month
in PWCC’s Photo Notes.
Last Month’s Answer

This is a dust removal tool,
the Rocket, made by Giottos.
It safely blows clean air to
eliminate dust from sensitive or hard-to-reach surfaces, such as those on lenses, cameras, filters, keyboards and others.
Last Month’s Correct
Answerers…
There was only one correct
responses submitted to the
Accessory Quiz last month
—congrats to Joan Slatkin!
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Photoshop World
Photoshop World, by KelbyOne (formerly National Association of Photoshop Professionals) is the world’s largest
Photoshop, Lightroom, and
photography conference! It’s
where an exciting mix of Photoshop users, Lightroom fanatics, graphic designers, and
photographers of all types
come to leave the world behind to totally immerse themselves in three days of incredible in-depth training, creative
inspiration and fun.
The home for Photoshop
World 2016 is the beautiful
Mandalay Bay Resort and
Casino, right on the Vegas
strip. The dates are July 19th
through the 21st. The prices
start at $799 and go down from
this amount. There are plenty
of available discounts includ-
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ing $100 off if you register by
June 10th. Also, there are educator, student, KelbyOne
member, and group (6 or more)
discounts.
Among the myriad of
speakers and presenters are
Scott Kelby, Jay Maisel, Katrin
Eismann, Moose Peterson, Joe
McNally, Lindsey Adler,… and
the list goes on and on. Be
there when they share their
latest techniques, their best tips
and tricks, and their proven
strategies to make you more
efficient, and more creative.
For all the information and
to register, go to the website at
<www.photoshopworld.com>
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B & H Event Space
B&H Photo offers free workshops. Here are a few of this
month’s offerings:

Monday, June 27
Headshots!
Speaker: Moshe Zusman
Brimming with towering skyscrapers, vibrant ethnic enclaves, and the colorful bustle
of street life, New York City
presents photographers with
an endless array of subjects.

Tuesday, June 14
What's In My Bag?
Speaker: Jeff Cable

Thursday, June 30
Intermediate Lighting
Speaker: Joey Quintero

Thursday, June 16
Portraiture On Location
Speaker: Jeff Cable

Wednesday, June 22
LED vs Speedlight
Speaker: Peter Hurley
Thursday, June 23
Fine Art Printing
Speaker: Evan Parker
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This workshop is led by a
National Geographic photographer and a professional instructor and is designed for
amateurs who are interested in
improving their digital phoCheck out the B&H website at tography. All participants must
<www.bhphoto.com> for all
bring a digital SLR or mirrorthe details as well as a comless camera, a laptop computer,
plete list of additional presen- and software for organizing
tations, and to register for the
and presenting images.
course(s) of your choice. Please
Upcoming dates are Sepnote, they do accept walk-ins
tember 29th to October 2nd
for events that have not
(with instructor Bob Sacha)
reached capacity. The B&H
and October 20th to 23rd (with
Event Space is located on the
instructor Stephanie Sinclair).
second floor of their SuperAdditional workshops are
Store, at 420 9th Avenue.
scheduled for 2017. Each fourday workshop is limited to 25
participants. The workshop
cost, without hotels, is $1,665
per person.
Google ”natgeo expeditions” for all the details and to
reserve your spot.
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NECCC Photo
The New England Camera
Club Council’s 71st annual
Photography Conference is
scheduled to take place on the
campus of the University of
Massachusetts’ in Amherst
during weekend of July 15th
thru the 17th.
Guest presenters will include David Middleton, Bobbi
Lane, Lindsay Adler, Roman
Kurywczak, Joe McDonald,
Ron Rosenstock, and many
other recognizable names.
The featured keynote
speaker is Art Wolf. Art is a
world famous nature/travel
photographer/author known
for his television production,
Travels to the Edge. He is an excellent speaker (and an even
better photographer, whose pix
speak louder than his words).
There will be plenty of
workshops and learning sessions including model shoots,
live animal shoots, photo contests, and tons more. There is
an area set aside for the many
vendors who will be in attendance. And, don’t forget the
BIG ice cream social hour!
For all registration information, go to the NECCC website
at <www.neccc.org>
Park West usually has a
group of members going up
each year. Ask around at meetings. There is also bus transportation right to the campus.
Happy shooting!
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For three successful years
we’ve been expanding Chicago’s photography community,
connecting motivated amateur
and intermediate photographers with experts and mentors in the field. Our classes,
workshops and tours have taken off—so much so, that we’re
now humbled and grateful to
have the opportunity to grow.
Out of Chicago is coming to
New York City for the first Out
of New York Photography Experience! Join us for an unforgettable weekend of hands-on
learning and on-the-streets
workshops with over twenty
world-class photographers. Included are Rick Sammon, RC
Concepcion, Bryan Peterson,
Lindsay Adler, Mike Moats,
and many more.
Now’s the opportunity to
grow your community, learn
new skills, and expand your
portfolio—hitting the streets of
New York with some truly
awe-inspiring guides. Check it
all out and/or register at
<www.outofnewyork.com>
The current price is $349.
Get a $100 discount if tour register by June 14th and use the
promo code ”CLUBNY100. ”
BTW, price goes up to $399 on
June 15th, so get cracking.
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Colorful Beaches
Professional and amateur photographers around the world
are invited to enter The Epson
International Pano Awards to
compete for over $60,000 in
cash and prizes.
The 7th Epson International
Pano Awards is dedicated to the
craft and art of panoramic photography. Advances in digital
photography and editing software has resulted in an everincreasing rise in the popularity of image stitching, especially in the panoramic format.
Panoramic film photography also remains alive and
well. The Epson International
Pano Awards showcases the
work of panoramic photographers worldwide and is the
largest competition for
panoramic photography.
The 2016 competition is
open to all professional and
amateur photographers with a
combined pool of more than
$60,000, including $25,000
cash. Prizes include an Epson
SureColor P-7070 printer, an
Epson Stylus Pro SP-4900
printer, and an Epson EB-1776
Ultra-Slim Projector.
Learn more and enter at
<www.thepanoawards.com>

Here in the northeastern
United States, we are blessed
with pure white-sand beaches (yes, there are also rocky
coastlines and the weather
isn’t always great for beachgoing, but they are white!).
Surprisingly, around the
world beach sand comes in a
wide variety of colors—great
fodder for our cameras. Here
are a few you might want to
visit, swim, and photograph:

Pfeiffer Beach, California
(purple)

Porto Ferro, Sardinia
(orange)

Papakōlea Beach, Hawaii
(green)

Rainbow Beach, Australia
(multicolored)
Pink Sand Beach, Bahamas
(pink)

Shelter Cove, California
(gray)
Vik Beach, Iceland (black)

Hong Kong Harbor Pano
©2016 Chuck Pine
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Schedule of Activities
The Park West Camera Club
meets every Monday night
(with some exceptions for holidays and a curtailed summer
schedule). Please join us at a
meeting or on one of our other
scheduled activities.
All Club Monday night
meetings take place at the Soho
Photo Gallery located at 15
White Street, between West
Broadway and Church Street/
Avenue of the Americas (6th
Avenue) unless indicated otherwise in the listings below.
Following the schedule of activities are detailed directions
to each of our meeting sites.
Check the PWCC Website
<parkwestcameraclub.org>
for late-breaking details on all
meetings and other Park West
Camera Club activities.
All meetings begin at 7
p.m. sharp unless otherwise
indicated below.
An asterisk (*) preceding
the date indicates an official
PWCC activity. Other listings
included below are: Photo
Events which may be of interest to photographers; and Photo Ops which offer opportunities to take pictures.
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* Monday, June 13
Otto Litzel Memorial
Year-End Dinner
This year’s OLMYED celebrates another successful year
at Park West. It celebrates the
winners and the best of our
photography. It celebrates all
those who helped to make the
Club a success. The venue for
this year’s festivities is Paul
and Jimmy’s Restaurant. This
longtime family-owned eatery
is located at 123 East 18th
Street, just west of Lexington
Avenue. The cost is $40 per
person. We start gathering at 6
p.m. Full details, including the
menu, for this event may be
found on page 3 of the previous issue of Photo Notes. Hope
to see you there!

Tuesday, June 14
Photo Op—Flag Day

flag. There are literally hundreds of opportunities around
the City. Try to make your flag
shots unique and interesting
[How about a theme night on
flags! Anyone interested?]

Tuesday, June 14
Photo Op—Museum Mile
New York City has officially
designated Fifth Avenue from
82nd to 105th Streets “Museum
Mile” because of the vast richness and cultural diversity of
the ten museums found there.
This festival is billed as New
York’s longest block party. Activities of all kinds will be taking place on the street as well
as in the museum buildings.
Today’s event is rain or shine
and goes from 6 p.m. until 9
p.m.To get more info, go to:
<www.museummilefestival.org>

* Thursday, June 16
Flag Day in the United States is
Expanding Visions 22
celebrated today. It commemoTonight is the third field trip
rates the adoption of the flag of
and assignment of the all new
the United States, which hapExpanding Visions 22 class.
pened on this date way back in
Take any Manhattan north/
1777 by resolution of the Secsouth bus or train to its 42nd
ond Continental Congress. Go
Street stop. You can either walk
out and celebrate. Shoot some
to Broadway, transfer to the #7
flags, be that the original Old
train or the Shuttle train to
Glory or the modern 50-star
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nal’s main rotunda at 10 a.m.
We’ll take the Metro North
Railroad to Yonkers. The ride
will last about 30 minutes.
The off-peak fare is $7.75, each
way—senior rates are available. Sign up at any Club
meeting or by contacting the
Times Square, or take the
trip’s leader: Marty Smith at
crosstown bus (M42) to get you 347-703-3905. Please be sure to
there. We meet at the heart of
contact Marty if you must canthe city, on the north side of
cel at the last minute.
42nd Street, between Broadway and 7th Avenue, at 6:30
p.m. Tonight’s assignment is
Look, Up in the Sky! This refers
to shooting images that are
high (or maybe not so high)
above your head.

Saturday, June 18
Photo Op—Mermaid Parade
* Friday, June 17
Field Trip—Old Croton
Aqueduct Trailways
The Old Croton Aqueduct
State Historic Park follows the
route of the Old Croton Aqueduct, which carried water to
New York City from 1842 to
1955. Most of the structure lies
beneath the trail and has been
designated a National Historic
Landmark. Panoramas of the
Hudson River are visible;
many historic homes and several other parks are immediate
neighbors. We’ll meet at the
clock in Grand Central Termi-
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Outrageous! That’s the word
that comes to mind when anyone mentions the Mermaid Parade. This annual Coney Island
event is celebrating its 31st
Anniversary. Although the parade through the streets and on
the boardwalk begins at 1 p.m.,
you’ll find better photo ops by
getting there around 11 a.m.,
purchasing a press pass for
$10, and shooting in the staging areas. You’ll be able to
mingle with the participants as
they prepare their floats, don
their scanty and/or intricate
costumes, and drench each
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other with full body paints of
every color and description.
You’ll also be able to shoot the
parade of antique cars, among
many other oddities of the
area. The staging areas this
year are along Surf Avenue,
west of MCU Stadium, on 20th
and 21st Streets. Take the D, F,
N, or Q train to the Coney Island/Stillwell Avenue station.
If you thought the Village Halloween Parade was great, you
ain’t seen nothin’ yet—and this
is all in the daylight!
* Wednesday, June 22
Executive Committee Meeting
The Club’s newly elected officers (plus the President Emeritus) will meet to discuss the
future of the Club including
next year’s program. The time
and place of the meeting
are yet to be determined. This
meeting is open to the membership on a limited basis—
with voice but without vote.

* Thursday, June 23
Expanding Visions 22
Tonight is the fourth field trip
and assignment of the all new
Expanding Visions 22 class.
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Take any Manhattan north/
south bus or train to its 42nd
Street stop. You can either walk
to Broadway, transfer to the #7
train or the Shuttle train to
Times Square, or take the
crosstown bus (M42) to get you
there. We meet at the heart of
the city, on the north side of
42nd Street, between Broadway and 7th Avenue, at 6:30
p.m. Tonight’s assignment is
Camera Angles. This refers to
how you hold your camera
when shooting— horizontally,
vertically, or diagonally. This
assignment is about the hows,
whens, and whys.

nity has since shifted from its
industrial past to an economy
dependent on tourism. Main
Street is the focal point of a
well-preserved National Historic District and is lined with
novelty and antique stores,
restaurants, residences, the Village Hall and a fire department. Residents and visitors
are attracted to the breathtaking surroundings and small
town character, where they can
enjoy a range of cultural and
recreational activities. We’ll
meet at the clock in Grand
Central Terminal’s main rotunda at 11 a.m. We’ll take the
Metro North Railroad to Cold
Spring. The ride will last about
one hour and 15 minutes. The
off-peak fare is $14, each way
—senior rates are available.
Sign up at any Club meeting or
by contacting the trip’s leaders:
Rita Russo at 917-697-9664 or
<ritarusso23@gmail.com> and
Marty Smith at 347-703-3905.
Please be sure to contact Rita
or Marty if you must cancel at
the last minute.

those fourteen intrepid travelers will share their images
from the trip. Each participant
will share up to five minutes of
images and reminiscences. If
you’re interested in sharing,
please contact Chuck with
your intentions. Snacks,
desserts, and liquid refreshments will be served to those
in attendance. Space is limited,
so reserve your seat quickly/
ASAP/stat.

Sunday, June 28
Photo Op—Pride Parade

The first Gay Pride March (aka
Parade) was held in 1970 and
has since become an annual
civil rights demonstration.
* Friday, June 24
Field Trip—Cold Spring
Over the years its purpose has
broadened to include recogniThe historic Village of Cold
tion of the fight against AIDS
Spring is a small community in
and to remember those lost to
southeastern New York that is
illness, violence, and neglect.
situated on the east bank of the
The March is a celebration of
Hudson River only fifty miles
lives and community. In 2015,
north of Manhattan. The Vilthere were over 325 unique
lage was established in 1846
marching contingents, repreand enjoyed a booming indussenting a vast array of nontrial economy throughout the
* Monday, June 27
profits, community organiza19th Century with the success
Cape Ann Reunion
tions, corporate sponsors,
of the West Point Foundry,
The Club had a very successful small businesses, political canwhich became famous for the
extended field trip to Cape
didates, and activists. With
manufacture of the Parrott
over 55 floats making the trek
Cannon of Civil War fame and Ann on the Massachusetts
down Fifth Avenue, last year’s
other munitions. The commu- coast last October. Tonight,
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March was one of the largest
and most exciting in history.
This year’s is supposed to top
it! The March staging area
(always a good spot to get interesting photos) is at 5th Avenue and 36th Street. The kickoff is at 12 noon (get there earlier). The parade then heads
down 5th Avenue to 8th Street,
turns west, and ends up at
Greenwich and Christopher
Streets, in front of Stonewall
(where it all started).

* Thursday, June 30
Expanding Visions 22
Tonight is the second review
session/critique of the all new
Expanding Visions 22 class.
Please follow the instructions
in preparing your digital images for projection. There will
be two sessions, the first
scheduled for 4:30 p.m. and the
second to begin at 7 p.m. They
will take place at the home of
our instructor, Chuck Pine.
[See below for directions.].

getting prepared. Other big
events are scheduled in both
Chinatown (Columbus Park,
Canal Street, Mott Street, etc.)
and most towns on Long Island, upstate, and in Jersey, offer parades of their own, complete with marching bands,
firetrucks, and much more.

Wednesday, June 29
Photo Event—Sierra Photo
The New York City Sierra
Club’s Photography Committee is holding its meeting this
evening. The program for
tonight is a member’s night in
which each member can share
up to eight projected digital
images brought on a thumb/
flash, jump drive. The meeting,
open to the general public, begins at 6:30 p.m. A $7 donation
is collected at the door. The
NYC Sierra Club Photography
Committee meets at the Metropolitan Opera Guild, on the
6th floor of the Rose Building
at Lincoln Center. The address
is 70 Lincoln Center Plaza, located on the north side of West
65th Street, between Broadway
and Amsterdam Avenue, closer
to Amsterdam. From the street
level, take the stairs, elevator,
or escalator up one level and
proceed through the revolving
doors into the lobby to get the
elevator up to the 6th floor.
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Monday, July 4
Photo Op—Fireworks
It wouldn’t be the Fourth of
July in New York City without
Monday, July 4
the annual Macy’s fireworks
Photo Op—Parades
extravaganza, which made its
debut in 1976 to commemorate
Today is the day for parades,
the nation’s bicentennial. The
festivities, and fireworks (see
iconic display will again be in
the next entry for more). The
big parade in town is the 106th the East River; fireworks will
Travis Fourth of July Parade on be set off from barges stretching from the Brooklyn Bridge
Staten Island. The actual paup to the Queensboro Bridge
rade begins at 12:30 p.m., but
{aka the Ed Koch Bridge). The
all access roads to the area
close at 11:30 a.m. To get there, best viewing spots will be
anywhere between the two
from the Staten Island Ferry
bridges, along the East River in
Terminal (in Staten Island),
Manhattan, Brooklyn, and
take the S62 or S92 bus to the
Queens. If you plan on headWild Avenue stop (for the
ing to where the action is, arviewing stand), or better yet,
rive by 5 p.m. to snag a good
get off at the next stop, Glen
Street, for the formation area at spot (the light show starts at 9
the Showplace Center. Be sure p.m.), and bring food and
drink. For more info, visit
to get there early so you can
<www.macys.com> If you
shoot the marchers and floats
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can’t make it into the City, or
don’t like the crowds, there are
fireworks displays across the
metropolitan area in most
small towns and municipalities. Many of the City’s ferry
and boat companies will take
you up close and personal with
the explosions—be prepared to
* Monday, July 11
get a second mortgage. (:-o)
Sunset from Socrates Park

* Thursday, July 7
Expanding Visions 22
Tonight is the fifth and final
field trip and assignment of the
all new Expanding Visions 22
class. Take any Manhattan
north/south bus or train to its
42nd Street stop. You can either
walk to Broadway, transfer to
the #7 train or the Shuttle train
to Times Square, or take the
crosstown bus (M42) to get you
there. We meet at the heart of
the city, on the north side of
42nd Street, between Broadway and 7th Avenue, at 6:30
p.m. Tonight’s assignment is
Hold Steady. One of the most
repeated causes of bad pictures
is camera movement. In this
assignment we throw conventional wisdom to the winds
and try to capture camera
movement with techniques including zooming, panning,
and rock’n’roll.
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Socrates Sculpture Park is an
outdoor museum and public
park where artists create and
exhibit sculptures and multimedia installations. It is located one block from the Noguchi
Museum at the intersection of
Broadway and Vernon Boulevard in Astoria, Queens. The
park sits on the east side of the
East River, offering incredible
views of Manhattan. celebrating its 30th anniversary this
year, Socrates Park presents
LANDMARK, a series of artist
commissions and projects that
transforms the land both physically and symbolically.
LANDMARK directly addresses the idea of place as intimately tied to social and ecological structures, to maintenance and stewardship, and to
evolution over time. You can
arrive as early as you like, but
our official meeting time will
be 7 p.m. (this is a Club meeting, after all). The park closes
at sunset, or thereabouts, at
8:27 p.m. To get to Socrates
Park, take the N or Q train to
the Broadway stop in Queens
and walk eight blocks west on
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Broadway (toward the East
River) to the intersection of
Vernon Boulevard. In lieu of
the walk, you may take the
Q103 or Q104 bus to Broadway and Vernon Boulevard.
Afterwards, we’ll find a local
restaurant for dinner and
conversation.

Tues. & Wed., July 12 & 13
Photo Op—Manhattanhenge
What will future civilizations
think of Manhattan Island
when they dig it up and find a
carefully laid out network of
streets and avenues? Surely the
grid would be presumed to
have astronomical significance,
just as we have found for the
prehistoric circle of large vertical rocks known as Stonehenge, in the Salisbury Plain of
England. For Stonehenge, the
special day is the summer solstice, when the Sun rises in
perfect alignment with several
of the stones, signaling the
change of season. For Manhattan, a place where evening
matters more than morning,
that special day comes when
the Sun sets in exact alignment
with the Manhattan grid, fully
illuminating every single cross
street for the last fifteen minutes of daylight. You will see
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the entire ball of the sun on the
horizon—on the grid. For best
effect, position yourself as far
east in Manhattan as possible.
But ensure that when you look
west across the avenues you
can still see New Jersey. Clear
cross streets include 14th, 23rd,
34th, 42nd, 57th, and several
streets adjacent to them. The
Empire State building and the
Chrysler building render 34th
street and 42nd streets especially striking vistas. On Tuesday, the 12th, you will see the
entire ball of the sun as it sets;
on Wednesday, the 13th, you
will see only the top half of the
sun’s circle sitting on top of the
horizon. Sunset is at 8:20 p.m.
on Tuesday and one minute
earlier on Wednesday. Be prepared, get to a spot early, wait
for the moment, and hope for
clear skies.

tral family places and visit and
clean their ancestors’ graves,
and when the spirits of ancestors are supposed to revisit the
The 71st annual New England
household altars. It has been
Camera Club Council Photogcelebrated in Japan for over
raphy Conference is this week500 years and traditionally inend on the campus of the Unicludes a dance, known as Bonversity of Massachusetts in
Odori. Today, the O-bon is celAmherst. This is one of the
ebrated by the New York Budlargest teach-ins in the country
dhist Church, in Bryant Park,
with scores (if not hundreds) of
starting at 12:30 p.m.
workshops, shooting sessions,
competitions, and the like.
PWCC has several groups of
members going by private car
or public transportation—ask
around, or use the Club’s Yahoo Group and/or Facebook
page. Go to their website
<www.neccc.org> for all the
info and to register. But don’t
Saturday, July 16
delay; although they don’t cut
Photo Op—City of Water Day
off registration for the event,
Located in the shadow of the
they can run out of on-campus
modern New York City skylodging for the weekend (this
line, Governors Island is the
is not the only event in town).
* Thursday, July 14
oldest European settlement in
Expanding Visions 22
New York. A former U.S. Army
military base and U.S. Coast
Tonight is the final review sesGuard station, 92 acres of the
sion/critique of the all new
island are open to the public
Expanding Visions 22 class. In
during the summer. A short
addition to going over the final
ferry ride from Lower Manhatassignment, we will also look
tan will get you there to picnic,
at the term projects shot by the
photograph, and enjoy gorparticipants. Please follow the Saturday, July 16
geous views as well as a wide
instructions in preparing your Photo Op—Bon Dance Festival
array of cultural activities. The
digital images for projection.
O-bon, or just Bon is a JaCity of Water Day Festival is a
There will be two sessions, the
panese Buddhist custom to
free, day-long celebration of
first scheduled for 4:30 p.m.
honor the spirits of one’s anthe world-class potential of the
and the second to begin at 7
cestors. This Buddhist-Confu- water that surrounds us and
p.m. They will take place at the
cian custom has evolved into a brings us together. The event
home of our instructor, Chuck
family reunion holiday during draws thousands of people
Pine. [See below for
which people return to ancesdirections.].
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Fri.—Sun., July 15—17
Photo Op & Event
NECCC Conference
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from throughout the metropolitan region to participate
in hundreds of unique, fun,
and educational waterfront activities. The events run between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. To
get there, take the ferry from
the Battery Maritime Building
(located at 10 South Street, adjacent to the Staten Island Ferry in Lower Manhattan). You
can get to the terminal via
subway (#1 to South Ferry; #4
or 5 to Bowling Green; “R” to
Whitehall Street) or by bus (M5
Limited, M15 local, M15 SBS,
and M20 to their southernmost stops).

grounds. Meet at the southeast
corner Chelsea Waterside Park,
23rd Street and 11th Avenue at
5:30 p.m. Our model will pose
in several summery outfits and
accessories. We’ll wind up our
shooting around 7:30 p.m. We
can grab a bite to eat later at
The Frying Pan, 26th Street at
Pier 66. To get to Chelsea Piers,
take any north/south bus or
subway in Manhattan the
crosses 23rd Street. You can either walk west to 11th Avenue
and carefully cross the highway, or take the M23
crosstown bus right to the pier.
Sat. & Sun., August 6 & 7
Photo Op—Dragon Boat Races

* Wednesday, July 20
Print Workshop
All Club members are invited
to bring a dozen or so prints
(no PDIs). Bring them for an
honest, but gentle, critique of
your work. This workshop has
limited space (10 members,
maximum). Sign up in advance
(no later than noon, today)
with Elsa Blum at 516-621-3215
or <elsablum1@gmail.com> to
get the address for this 7 p.m.
meeting. The workshop leader
is photographer and ICP print
instructor, Nancy Sirkis.

The Hong Kong Dragon Boat
Festival is in full swing this
weekend. It’s all going on at
Flushing Meadow Park, from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday. Admission is free. This
event goes rain or shine. To get
there, take the #7 train to the
Mets-Willets Point Station and
transfer to the special event
bus which will take you right
up to the lake.

Cyclones baseball game. This
year we’re switching leagues
and taking the ferry to Staten
Island to shoot the Staten Island Yankees in their contest
against the Lowell (Massachusetts) Spinners, a farm
team of the Boston Red Sox. To
get there, take the 4 or 5 subway to Bowling Green, the R
or W subway to Whitehall Station, or the #1 train to South
Ferry. We’ll meet upstairs (or
up the escalator or elevator) at
5:30 p.m. and then take the
5:45 p.m. boat to Staten Island
—a 25 minute, or so, ride passing the Statue of Liberty. We
will exit the ferry from the upper deck and then follow the
signs to the ballpark—a short
walk. We will be sitting right in
back of the visiting team’s
dugout, along the first base
line. Each ticket will cost $15.
They will be sold on a first
paid/first seated basis. Leader:
Chuck Pine at 646-549-0187 or
<bohpin@aol.com>

* Monday, July 25
Outdoor Model Shoot
Join PWCC and president Ed
Lee for this Summer’s outdoor
model shoot. We’ll be shooting
at the Chelsea Piers for some
spectacular seascape back-
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*Monday, August 8
SI Yankees Game
For the last few years, the
we’ve has gone to Coney Island to photograph a Brooklyn
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Sat. & Sun., August 13 & 14
Photo Op—Jazz Lawn Party
The 11th Annual Jazz Age
Lawn Party takes place this
weekend on Governors Island.
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This beloved summer event
attracts thousands of fans who
come together to discover authentic music from the 1920s
and 30s, learn the hottest dance
steps of the time, frolic in their
flapper dresses and glad rags,
and enjoy sophisticated bites
and vintage-inspired cocktails
in a romantic yet playful setting. The fun begins at 11 a.m.
and goes through the day. See
the listing under July 16th for
info about the venue and how
to get there. Advanced tickets
are required, starting at $45
and going up from there.
Check it all out at <www.jazzagelawnparty.com>

* Monday, August 22
Figure Study Shoot
Join PWCC and president Ed
Lee for this Summer’s indoor
figure study shoot. We’ll be in
a Chelsea or West Village photo studio for this event. There
will be two shooting sessions,
each lasting about an hour and
a half. Each will be limited to
no more than twelve Club
members. (This event is only
open to PWCC members.) The
first session will begin at 5:15
p.m. and the second at 7 p.m.
Try to arrive 15 minutes early,
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be prompt, as the sessions will
begin on time. No tripods,
please, but monopods are
okay. Bring a strobe unit for
additional light or special effects. Your best bet is to shoot
with a wide-angle to short
telephoto zoom lens. Our
model will pose nude for us
with continuous lighting and
a plain backdrop. RSVP to Ed
Lee at 212-255-9678 or
<elee950021@gmail.com>
with the session you would
like to attend and to receive the
studio information

once the details are announced
in mid-August.

Monday, September 5
Photo Ops—Parades Galore

Today is Labor Day. That
means parades. Every borough
of the City, and many of the
surrounding towns, have Labor Day parades (check your
local listings). But, the big
event of the day is the West Indian (Caribbean) Day Parade
and Carnival in Brooklyn.
Many of the city's roughly one
million citizens of Caribbean
* Sunday, September 4
Chuck Pine Labor Day Picnic ancestry—along with thousands of neighbors, day-tripSave the date!!! Our annual sopers, and tourists—observe
cial gathering to start off the
this raucous celebration of
new Club season will be held
over-the-top costumes, fiery
today. Details will appear in
food, and pulsating music. If
the September issue of Photo
you’d like to get in on the fun,
Notes. This event brings us all
take the #4 train to the Utica
together in a pleasant setting to
Avenue Station—the parade
participate in our second most
staging area radiates from Uticherished pastime—eating.
ca and Eastern Parkway. You
You must register for this event
should be able to shoot in the
so we can purchase the right
staging area for over an hour
amount of food to keep everyand then continue shooting as
one happy and satiated and
the parade kicks off at noon
still not be wasteful. Space is
and then marches on Eastern
limited. Sign-up will begin
Parkway over to Grand Army
Plaza. Bring plenty of extra
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media cards (or color film if
you’re still shooting that way),
but go light on the equipment
(no tripods, etc.). There’s plenty to eat on the sidewalks and
in the restaurants. (All parade
activities end at 6:00 p.m. due
to City ordinance, whether or
not they reach the final viewing area.) Enjoy!

* Monday, September 12
Show & Tell—Summer Photos
This is the first meeting of the
new Club season. It is also
your chance to show us what
you did over the summer—
Club activities, shots around
the City, your personal vacation, etc. PDIs or prints are
fine. Competition rules are not
in effect (although PDIs should
be sized correctly). Please limit
your presentation to no more
than five (5) minutes per person. Don’t miss this opportunity to share and catch up with
the rest of us at PWCC.
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Directions to Soho Photo
at 15 White Street, between
Avenue of the Americas and
West Broadway. Take the #1
train to the Franklin Street station (one stop below Canal
Street). Walk one block north
on West Broadway to White
street, make a right turn, and
walk half a block to the gallery.
Take the A, C, or E train to the
Canal Street station. Walk
south on Sixth Avenue/Church
Street 3 blocks to White Street,
make a right turn, and walk
half a block to the gallery. Although a little bit longer walk,
take any other train to Canal
Street, walk west to Church
Street, and follow the directions immediately above.

Expressive!
Our May guest speaker,
Chester Higgins, Jr., is a staff
photographer for the New
York Times, and has been for
over 40 years. Chester has
published eight books including, The Black Woman (1970)
and Elder Grace: The Nobility of
Aging (2000).
For those of
us in attendance, we
were
amazed by
his images,
his stories,
and his expressive
hand gestures—as
you can see
from these
photos by
George
Hansen.

Directions to the Pine’s
at 680 West End Avenue at
93rd Street, Apartment 5D.
Take the #1, 2, or 3, trains to
96th Street (exit at the south
end of the station) or the M7,
M11, or M104 bus to 93rd/94th
Streets. From the train or bus,
walk the few steps to 93rd
Street, make a right turn and
head west to the apartment entrance on the corner of West
End Avenue and 93rd Street.
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